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In recent speeches and writings, Congressman John Brademas has.presentéd

a strong case for thë development of broad analytical frameworks 

within which legislators, governors, state educational officials, university 

administrators, façulty members, and others can= make wiser decisions about 

past-secondary education.' .Although his point was made-in the context of 

problems of finance that .have láot:ed . large since 1970, the argument may . 

be applied to many •issues. It is,not' that we so much need to generate from 

research-a stream of specific answers to nuts-and-bolts pröbleins, a narrow • 

social-engineering approach, as,we need additional ways of grasping the com-

plex realities of education lud especially its high-level :coordination, an 

approach of increased sophistication. Io fact, it has become clear by mow

that research on education, especially higher education, will not produce 

brilliant technical solutions t' pressing operational problems: we must ' 

relinquish that expectation of•educational R4 D.2. Research affects educa-

tional practices significantly in ways that are broad, slow, and unobtru-

give, prtmaaily.by helping us to understand educational phenomena differently. 

It can alter 4.ncrement.elly the premises upon which decisions are made and add 

.angles:of vision that.lead to new insights. 

As we look around for research that may cause us to see things in a 

differeñt.light, we find we Fre still underinv4ted,and short-handed.

Congrensm•in ßrademas'notad: "Surely it is anomalous that there has been 

so little intellectual. if fort. of high quality directed to research errand 

analysis of those institutions of our-society that presumably incarnate and 

advance intellectual effort."3 ̀ Recent years have seen some improvement, in 

the massive work of The,Cárnegie Commission'(now Council) on Higher Education; 



the increased attention of thé American Coucil on Education and other n

national assesiations to policy analyáis, and a greater investment by social 

scientists in the study of higher education.• But the, recent improvement'is • 

only a beginning. Indeed, we may, be only standing still in the contributiun 

' of inquiry td practice, or even falling behind, since 'practitioners work in

turbulent environments, fast-changing times in which new problems may, race 

. ahead of hew ànswers to old problems. 

As we search for useful angles of vision,there are different directions 

in which 'wb can turn . One is to history: ás so orten remarked, those who

'will not learn from history are doomed to repeat the errors of the past. A

¿econd'direction is to cross-national comparison: those who will not learn 

from the experience of other countries are likely to rbpeat the errorb of 

others. In thinking about,post3econdary education Americans have remained,• 

somewhat isolated'andeinsutar, for a number of reasons: we are the largest 

system; we know our system has been the one most widely acclaimed since the 

second quarter of this century; we are geographically separáted from t14 other 

major national modelh; wë have many unique features; and weeare busy and have 

more pressing things,td do in ?'ontena as well as in New.York than to ask how • 

_the Austrians and Swedes do it. But there is a great deal to learn ,about 

ourselveá by learning'abóut others, in this very important•séctor•of.society 

'to which•we devote our lives, and it is-wise that we learn in advance of 'cs 

the time when events will force us to do so. 'To use an analogy, American 

business cou%I cave studied the Japanese way of business organization, and 

the Cermàn way, and even the Swedish way,•a quarter of a century ago instead 

o"f waiting until virtually forced to'do so in the 1970s by worsening compe-

titivé disadvantage and worker discontent. 'Cross-national thinking encouragbs 



the long view in which,for once, we might get in front ofiour problems. 'We 

might eben;flpd out what not t6 do, while there is still time not to do'it. 

Thb perspectives that I draw from comparative research', as stated below, in:-

dicate that,we are now making changes that (a) deny the grounds on which we 

have been successful to date, and (b) may gell lead to arrangements that will 

seriously hamper us in the future. 

To help develop the kind of broad analytical framework that Congressman 

Bradémas has called fob, from the vantage point of cross-national comparison,

Ídwill develop a set'of ideas here in skeletal form as five lessons,from 

abroad. These five points are Interconnected, and,the first three, which' 

are largely "do nets" or.warningq, set the structural stage.for thé last two, 

which are affirmations of what should remain central in our minds as touch-

stones of leadership and,stàtesmanghip in post-secondary education. 

Lesson-One: Central Bureaucracy Cannot Effectively Coordinate Mais. 

Higher Educbtion.• Many nations have struggled for a long time to coordinate. 

higher education by means of a national ministry of education, treating higher . 

'edUcation as a sub-gdvernment of the.national state. The effort has been to 

acl;ieve order, effectiveness, and equity by national rules applied across 

the system by a national .bpreau. Good examples of this approach in Western 

Europe can be found in France, which has struggled with its possibilities and 

limitations for a century and a half, sigcp Napoleon created a unitary and 

unified national system of universities; and, in Italy, which has moved in 

this direction for over a century; since the unification of the nation.4 In ' 

. many of the well-developed cases, in Europe and elsewhiré, we find not only 

a nationalized system of finance, but also: (a) much nationalization of the

curriculum with common mandated courses in centralli approvbd fields of study; 



(b) a nationalized degree structure, in which degrees are awards of the 

national system and not of the Individual .university or college;' (c) a 

nationalized personnel system, in which all university personnel are members 

of the civil service, and hired, promoted, and given• status accordingly; and 

(d)ea.nationalized system of admissions; in whièh•national rules determine 

access and grant'student rights and priviJ.eges. Such features of.adminis-

tered order within a unified system obtain 'strongly, of course, in Communist-

controlled or Communist-influenced states,-such as East Germany and Poland,• 

sinFe .there the'dominant political philosophy asserts strong state control, 

effected by á dependable top-doNn structure of command.5 

In addition, there are countries, such as West Germany, in which this 

heavy reliance on central bureaucracy takes place at the state or provincial 

level of gpvernment, rather than at the national level, but with no less 

thoroughness and severity.? Again there is the ministerand his immediate 

staff at.the peak of an a111-encompassing pyramid, with•a division or'bureau 

 higher education under him (or her) in the central office through which 

all transactions pass. 

Thiú approach worked to some degree back in the days when the number of 

students and teachers was so small as to be characterized, in retrospect, as

élite higher education--an4 we now know why it worked it all. A bargain was 

struci, in which power was split between bureaucrats and professors. There 

, were no trustees in these systems, since private individuals were not to be 

trusted with the cire of a public interest, and campus administrators did 

not constitute a separate force.. Professors •  developed the personal 

and collegial forms of control'that could underpin personal and group freedom 

in teaching  and research, so that the operating levels of the systems generally



were in their hands. Notably, they elected their own deans and rectors and 

kept them  on short-term recall and turnover.: Hence the professors were the 

power on the local scene, with the state officials,often remote,. evén entombed 

hundreds of miles aw ay, in a Kafkaesque administrative monument. Statt bureau-

cracy sometimes becam e a mock bureaucracy, a set of pretenses behind which 

oligarchies of professors were the real rulers, nationally as well as locally.

The public was  always given to understand that there was single-system accountabi-

lity while, inside the structure, powegr was actually so fractured. 

and €scattered that feudal lords ruled sectors of the organizational countryside.

In general, one can refer to a,traditional European mode of academic organi-

zation, in which power is concentrated at the top (in a central bureaucratic

staff) and at the bottom (in the hands of chaired professors), wish a weak 

"middle"t the levels of the university and its major constituent parts.á 

Whatever,the bargain struck in the days of elite higher education, and 

the resulting dominance of either bureaucrats or professors, the approach 

of the unitary governmental pyramid has become increasingly d'ef icient$as,

expansion of the last quarter-century has changed the scale of'operations and 

the nature ofacadeinic tasks.' Student clientele is not only more numerous 

but more vfried: consumer demands proliferate. The connections to employment' 

.are more numerous and varied: labor-force demands proliferate. The disci-

plines.and fields of knowledge that a system of higher education is supposed..'" 

to encompass increase steadily in number and variety, driven by .the internal 

proliferation of spe'ciaiized work as well as by demands of external occupa-

tional groups. In short, the task structure of modern higher education is 

increasingly different in kind from that fond u in other sectors of .public

administration, especially in the breadth of coverage of fields of knowledge 



that stretch from ar. - logy to zoology, with business, law, physics, aód 

psychology thrown ir.. toss the gamut of fields, knowledge is supposed 

to be, discovered--th.•- .search imperative--as well as transmitted and 

distributed--tbe teaching and service imperatives. On top of this coverage 

of all the higher-level specialties in modern society's division of labor 

has come an accelerated rate of change which makes it all the more difficult 

for generalists at middle and top levels of coordination to catch up with .and 

comprehend what the specialists are doing. 

There is'little remaining doubt about what the transition from elite to 

mass higher education means by way of required "response" of structured state 

and national systems. It means that viability increasingly .depends on:

(a) plural rather than singular reactions, or the capacity to faci simulta-

neously in different directions with contradictory reactions to  contradictory 

demands; (b) quicker reactions, by at least some parts of the"system, to 

certain of the demands; and (c) a command structure that allows-for'the needed 

myriad adaptations to the increasing variation of special contexts and local 

conditions. A unified system coordinated by a state bureaucracy isnot set 

up to work in these ways. The unitary system resists a differentiated and• 

flexible approach of diversified response. Many reformers in and out of 

government in such countries as Sweden, France, and Italy new realize this, 

at least in part, so that the name of the'game for them'at th±s point in 

history is decentralization, an; effort to deconcentrate academic administration 

out of the capitol and-central offices to regions, local authoriti&s, and 

campuses: But this is extremely difficult-to do through planned, deliberate 

effort, since state officials who have firmly-fixed power do not normally 

give it away--ábro,d as well as in the United States!--especially if they are 



still held responsible by the public,the leg4plafure, and the chief executive 

for what occurs. But at least responsible peopre in many iouhtrfes hive a 

been educated'by own to-the faults of unitary coordination,after long efforts

to achieve its promised virtues,~~nd ari thinking of ways to break up central 

' control. They are almost ready to take seriously that great idmirer of American

federalism, Tocqueville,-who maintained over'à century ago that,wñile'coum-

tries can be successfully governed c'entrally, they-cannot be successfully • 

administered centrally. There is surely. no realm other than higher•education

to which this pri»ciple can be more Justifiably applied. 

Meanwhile, in the United States, historically blessed with decentralize 

tion and diversity, within states as well as among, them, 'we are hankering after . 

the promised virtues: economy, efficiency, elimination of overlap, reduction

of redundancy, better articulation, transferability, accountability, equity and 

equality. Our dominant line of reform einte World War. //, and at an accelerating

rate, has been to intrude into the disorder of a market system of higher educe-

taon with higher levels of coordination that promise administered order. If 

our current momentum toward bureaucratic centralism is maintained, first at. the 

•state level and then at the national, we may live to see the day when we catch 

up with our friends abroad or even pass the as they, travel in the opposite, . 

direction. Unless strong counterforces areabrought into pläy, unitary arrange-

ments at thé state lever will inereasingly take on characteristics of a ministry 

of education. The administrative staffs will grout, pnd the powers of centí'al 

board and staff will shift increasingly from weakly-proffeied advice toward a 

primary role in the allocation of resources and in the approval of all decisions 

,thought crucial for the system as a whole. Legislators, governors, and relevant 

publics who have been demanding that someone,be in charge.will•increasingly saddle 



the centralboard, and staff with the res bnsibility for--economy, efficiency, . 

equity,• etc. 'And the oldest organizational principle • in ,the vOrld tells. us' 

t hat authdrity should be commensurate with. responsibility. The trend toward . 

central bureaucratic .coordinatj.on is running strong, easily seen if we.l0ok . 

back over the. last'three-decades and-compare state Itructures_of coordination 

in 1945, A955„1965, and 1975. 

In case we'bave any•doubt about how fast such an evolutionary trend can 

change matters in'a democratic nation we have only to observe the change in 

Great Britain. .The British were long famous. like es, for institutional 

autonomy. As government money became increasingly the source of support, they 

constructed and develópedia device, the Univerlaify Grants Committee, which 

became, between 1920 and 1965, the foremost model in the world•of how to 

have governmental support withoutagovernmental control. But how things have

changed in the last decade! The U.G.C., which initially received its monies. 

directly from the Treasury and doled out•lump sums,with few,questions asked, 

now must work with the national educati n department; and the, department and 

the U.G.C. have both become'instruments of national educational policy as 

that ih determined by-the party iipower and senior administrators in the 

department. Now; in the mid-1970s, these central offices between them ask all

kinds of questions-of the institutions, decide to' favor one .sector it the 

expense of another, tell some cólleges whom they previously could not.touch 

to close their doors, and suggest to other universities:and colleges that they 

ought riot attempt to do 101, and'C if they would like to maintain the goodwill 

of those who must appr$ve the budget on the next round. The situation is still 

some distance from that of a Continental ministry of education, but the evolu-

tion in that direction has recently been swift in what is increasingly a nation-



alised ,system of higher education. The central admimistrative machinery,for ' 

..the- best pf.short-run ieasids, is becóming thé porimarÿ locus of power.

' We'sre still far different in such matters :Ante our 64ít centralization 

is first taking place at the state level, This allows .far: <a) diversity •

among the states; (b) competitio 'among then. n systems; (0. some escape of per-

sonn,el and clientele to other systems when any one.system is in decline ore 

otherwise becomes particularly unattractive; and, (d')'h chanéefor some states

' to learn•from the successes and failures of others. It can pay'sometimes. p 

be an atténtive laggard! But some.of the experience of ;other countries in 

central bureaucratic coordination is surely relevant to what we are heading.

intd at the state level. And, central offices'at the national, level in the 

.United States, as we al]. know, have a qualitatively different pesture'in the 

' mid-1970e from' one or two decades pearlier.  The quaint not on of taking 

away all federal monies floJing to an institution,.when it fails to obey a parti-

rular federal rule, actuallK leaps over to the, far side of stein relations 

between government and higher education' n,deçocratfb countries with national

ministries of education. Our own national levelwill surely. ricochet around 

.on such matters for some years to come, while Federal officials learn to make' 

the punishment fit the crime. But the'new'world of federal coordination into-

which we are moving rapidly was made perfectly clear bythe latest Secretary 

of Health, Education, and fielfare in a sPeech at the 1977 meeting of the 

P.n{erican Council op Education,'when, to-an audience of hundreds of univer-

sity+ and college presidents, he pointed out that since a recent bit of legisla-

tion not desired by academics was now•national law, they would•llave to comply 

in his words, and he would have to enforce. .Froth the market to the minister 

in a decade! 



In short: we could learn from the monumental bad luck of our friends. 

on the European continent,;who are now tryingto°head•in the oppósite direction, 

of their having had in place a unified administrative structure as the Poor 

din'atidp;' instrument fór coping .with mass higher education when expansion hit

them in the last twenty years. •Wcuuld leer: fedm the experience of thee

Britidh in evolving rapidly in the 7last decade toward dependence on central 

bureaucracy as an answer to the immediate Jemands of effectiveness and equity.

But as,matters now stand, it seems likely that we will not learn in time from . 

vicaricus experience, but rather will learn the hard way from brute direct 

experience after we have repeated the errors of others. 

Lesson Two: The Greatest single Danger in the control of Higher Education 

is a Monopoy of Power. For two good reasons: a monopoly expresses the 

'..interests and perspectives of just one group, shutting out the expression- of 

other interests; and no one, group is wise enough to solve all the problems. 

The History of higher education exhibits monopolies and near-monopolies by . 

varic4is.groups: students in some medieval Radian universities who through 

s,tudent guilds, could hire and fire professors and hence obtain favors from, 

 them; senior faculty in some European And English universities in the 

'last two centuries, whiq, answering to.no one, .could sleep for decodes; 

trusteep,in•some. early and not-so-early American colleges who;could and did 

'fire presidr~its 'and prçfcssors• for not knowing' the p per number 'of angelsro

dancing on the  head M tfleicclesiastidal pin, or, Within our lifetime, for 

simply smoking cigarettes and drinking martinis; autocratic presidents in 

apmc Actccicln. institutitm , i:speci111y tesíchers •colleges,, who ,an cämpúses as 

personal possessions; and, of  course, state bureaucratic staffs and-political 

persons in Europe and Americh, past and present, democratic and- non-democratic,.. 



A monopoly of power can be a useful instrument`of change: some states 

in Western Europe normally immobilized in higher education havé effected large•

change only when a combination.of crisis events and a strong ruler produced 

a temporary monopoly, e.g., France in 1968 under DeGaulle. But the monopoly 

does not.long work well, soon becoming a great,source of rigidity and resistanc

to change, freezing organizations around'the rights of just a few. 

'And in the increasingly complex and'turbulent organizational environment 

af'the remaining quarter of this century, no small group is.going to be smart

enough fo know the way: This holds for central bureaucratic and planning 

staffs, the.groups who€are now most likely to evolve into a near-monopoly

ref administrativd control, backed by central political contra. State and

party offícials'in East European coúntrii have been finding óut that they 

cannot, from bn high and py themselves, make work even so simple an exerçise 

as manpower planning - detailing    educational slots according to labor-force 

targets. They have been forced by their errors toback otf from total 

dominance by their'owri bureaucratic end 'political criteria and to allow 

more room for the academic judgments' Of the professors and the'ch0içes of 

the students. As mentioned earlier, some countries in Western Europe are

attempting to halt and reverse a long•trend.ef'centraliza?tfon, to move more 

decision-making away from the single center:and out to the many segments of 

the, periphery, closer to the participants end to the realities of local 

operating conditions. 

All organized systems of any,,complexity are replete with reciprocal 

ignorance. The expert in one activity will not know the time of day in 

other activities. The extent of ignorance is uncommonly high in systems of 

higher education, given their great coverage of fields of knowledge. The 



Chief state higher education officer may not even,be able to do long division 

let alone high-energy physics, while the professor of physic§, until retrained 

and reoriented, is ignorant in the everyday matters of system coordination. 

Here we may note a fundamental feature of modern organized life: while higher

education has been moving somewhat toward the large hierarchies traditionally 

more chäracteristic of business firms and government agencies, such other 

organizations have been moving toward the traditional organization of higher 

education, driven to greater dependence on the judgment of experts in dif-

ferent pares of the organization as work becomes more rooted in expertise. 

Authority flows toward expert judgment in such mechanisms as peer review 

and committee evaluation. The university, remains the best model of how to'

function as those at the nurtinal top become more ignorant. 

Lesson Three: A Second Great Danger in  the Control of Higher Education 

is Domination by a "inrle Form of' Orrnnizatinn. ' No single form. will suffice t 

in mass higher erhicalion. itere again sow.e of dur European coubrstrparts have 

been fundamentally unlucky, and we can learn from tlieir misfortune. They wee 

swept into mass higi:er education with sometimes only the nationally-supported 

public university effectively in place and legitimated ao a good place to 

which td go. The European uñiversity has been around for eight centuries, 

predating in most locales the nation-states that now encompass it. And con

sidering how much ivy clings to Harvard and Yale after a mere two to th'ce 

centuries, yo can guess at _the depth of the belief, the sentiment, the 

commitment of nearly all of Europe, and derivatively other parts of the 

"world, to ti simple equation: genuine higher education-- university. Thus 

it becomess a :trc .:c.ly difficult t o bring other forms into; being and make them 

sufficiently attractive As to play a major role. 



The result has been, since 1960, a great overloading, a swamping, of-this 

dominant form, by numbers of students and faculty, and the more heterogeneous 

demands, and functions mentioned earlier. An American can imagine what the 

overload is like by thinking of our already comprehensive and extended state 

university taking'on the tasks, roles, and clienteles of the state colleges, 

community colleges, religious private colleges, private universities, etc. Such 

inclusiveness is precisely the best way to weaken the traditional functions of 

the university--for exampli, basic. research. It is now problematic whether such 

research will remain within the university to any major exte_nt'in Europeai coun-

tries--as "teaching time" drives our "research time" and governments become in-

clined to sponor and protect the science they think thy need by placing it in 

research institutes outside the university systems. Differentiation of form 

has to occur, but" it will Happen the hard way in those countries where one 

form has had a traditional monopoly. 

In the United States, we are in fairly good shape on this score, despite 

recent worry about homogenization. We have at least five or six major sectors 

or types of institutions, and efforts to be at all Precise in classifying our

3,900 institutions get into sixteen or more categories as' they attempt to gives 

recognition to the extensive differences found among the hundreds of places now 

called universities, and among; the even greater number still called colleges, 

and among the 1,000 community colleges, etC. Her'e our, problem is currently not

severe, since no single form-possesses the system. But we may have some cause' 

to worry about voluntary and mandated convergence, as discussed below; and now, 

'while there is time, we can learn from foreign experience that our institutional 

diversity is a great'and necessary resource. 

Lesson Four: Institutional Differentiation is the Name of the Came in 

the Coordination of Mass Higher Education. Lesson four is the flip side. of 



lesson three, but the point is so fundamental that it can stand'restatement. 

It answers the most important, substantive question in high-level system coor-

dination and governmental policy: will and should our universities and colleges. 

become more alike or mare unlike? The pressures of the times in nearly all 

'countries is heavily toward institutional uniformity. Yet the lesson to be 

learned. on this issue from cross-national comparison is that uniform institu-

tions cannot possibly do the job apd that institutional differentiation is 

the prime requirement for system viability. 

One of the great pressures for institutional uniformity is the search for 

equality and equity., For a long time in this country the notion of what consti-

.tutee educational equality has been broadening. The first step was a move from 

the posture that equality of access simply meant equal chances of getting' into 

a limited number of opera ngs selection,withoùt regard to races color,.or. creed--

to a position that there should be no selection, that the door should be open 

to all. But while this idea was developing, a differentiated arrangement of 

colleges-and universities was also developing. Everyone could get into the sys-

tem but"not into all parts thereof: we differentiated the roles of the community

college, the state college, and the state university, with differential selec-

tion as an important part of'the roles,lnd private.colleges and universities 

continued to do bursiness as they pleased. This- saved us from .some of the

deleterious effects of letti'np, everyone in, Now.tLit idea of equality is being 

carried another step as more observers and practitioners take,critical note of 

our institutional unevenness.- The_:effort will grow to.extend the concept of • 

educational, equality to mean equal treatment for all. To make this possible, 

the institutions in a system should le equated. 

Europeans have had considerable experience with this latter idea since " 

it has been embedded in thosl,systems that consiät of a set of national univer-



sities and not much else. The French, Italians, and,others have attempted in 

A sustained way to administer.equality by formally proclaiming and often attempt-

ing to treat the constituent parts as equal is program, staff, value of degree, 

etc. That promise became built into the national systems back in the days when 

selection was so sharp at the lower levels that only five percent or less gradu-

ated frrom the upper secondary level and were thereby guaranteed a university 

place of their choosing. But mass elementary and now mass secondary education 

have virtually eliminated the earlier selection in some countries and radically

reduced it in others. As a result, much larger numbers have come washing into 

the old undifferentiated university structure, like a veritable tide, with all 

entrants expecting governmentaly"guàranteed'equality of treatment. There has 

been no open way of steering the traffic, of distinguishing of differentiating, 

which is surely the grandest irory'of national systems of higher educatlon

premised .on rational and deliberate admihirtrative; control. 

This European version of open-door access has been a source of enormous 

conflict within almost all the systems of the European  cantinent in recent 

years and the conflict'cuntin ues.unabated. The systems have to find some way 

to distinguish.and differentiate.' Otherwise, everyone who enters and wants. to 

go to medical school has the right to go to medical schoolCeveryone who wants 

to go to the University of-Rome will continue to go to the University of Rome--y 

when they last stopped counting, it was well above 150,000, and the French ap-

parerïtly had over 200,000 at the University of Paris before they found a way 

to break that totality into a dozen and one distinguishable parts. And more 

degree levels, with appropriate underpinning organization, have to develop, since 

. the more heterogeneous clientele, with ifs more uneven background and varied 

aptitude, needs programs of different length and diffèrent stopping places, from 

a two-to-three year degree, to such middle degrees as our bachelor's and master's, 

to the doctoral degree and post-doctorAl training. But to attempt to effect 



selection and ássignment and harriers now, precisely at tht; time when the doors .

have finally swung open, is morally outrageous to the former have-nots aud,to 

the political parties,'unions,and other groups that articulate their interests. 

:The battle-rates on the national stage, with virtually all education-related 

ideologies and interests brought into play. We have been saved ,from this by 

a combination of decentralizationpand differentiation. 

Other strong pressures for institutional  uniformity come morefrom within 

higher education systems thbmselves. One is à movement: of sectors, now referred -

to as academic drift, toward the part that has highest prestige and offers high-

ist rewards. The tnglish bave had great difficulty with such voluntary conver-

gence, since the totaering 'prcati;te of Oxford and Cambridge; built on á six-century 

headstart and strong plan.ment• of graduates in top governmental and educational • 

postas, has inductd various 'ins'titutions to drift toward their style. In addition, 

'administered systems 'have so many tendencies toward mandated convergence. With-

in the Eu'ropepn unitary _systems, sucheonvergence becomes expressed in a thou-

sand and one details of -equating salaries, teaching loads, laboratory spaces, 

-and sahbatiç,zl 2 leaves.. Most ,im{ ortant perhaps Is that "have-note' within the

system became pressure groups to catch up with the 'eaves," e.g., in'American 

state systertis, state-college personnel seek equality with euniversity personnel. Then,

too,ordfnary norms of ir pnrtigl and fair administration press for system-wide 

classificrtions of positions and rewards. And the basic way to expand or. contract 

is by fair shares, everyone going up or down by the same percentage. There is a • 

strong tendency in public administration generally, from Warsaw to Tokyo, to ex-

pand and contract in this fa,hión, equalizing and linking together the main sunk 

costs, with the result that such costs become ipore massively restrictive in 

future budgets.8 On tliis plaguing problem áwe have lots of company. 

,Against all these pressures for convergence and uniformity, there are 



fundamental trends that run in the opposite direction, toward differentiation. 

The motor,powhr comes from'the ever greater division of labor in society and

the relat'd greater degree of specialized coverage within higher education. 

There is nu doubt that the task base of higher education

will continue to differentiate. But what is problematic in every advanced 

society is how, to divide .up the tasks' among organizations. One way is to 

have a set of formally- equal omnibus universities, each of which attempts 

full coverage. As indicated, European countries have tended in this dir'ect.ion 

'and hvw radically overloaded the one form, It will not work.' 

Since the historical development of our set of institutions has presented 

us with the necessary' differentiation, a central task Ls to maintain it by 

legitimating different institutional' roles.. We have been relatively successfúl

in planning and initiating tripartite structures within our state systems. 

'But what defeats us time ánd again  is a full légitimation of three roles that 

 Will fix this division by reducing the forces that -would-upset it, Here out

classic case of the unstable role is the state college. In one statu-after 

another, the State 'colleges will not stay where they are supposed to, accorcjing 

.to, plan, but at a Vliuding rate--that is, within a decade or two--evolve into 

'soma or all of the competençies of the places already.known as universities and 

alert their, printers for tile announced change in name> that soon will be lobbied. 

through the legislature., In contrast, the two-ydar colleges have aecép.ted 

their' distinctive role and--outside of Connecticut and a few other backward 

states„have Prospered in it. This' in the fac f the easiest of all predictions,

a quarter-tcentuy ago, that this obviously undesirable role would be deserted 

by two-ycar places evolving into four-year colleges. That convergence was 

cút off at the pass, more by the efforts of,coimnunity college people 'themselves 



than by,weakly-manned state offices. There came into being a community • 

college philosophy and a commitment to it, notably in the form of a "movement." 

Some leaders even became zealots, true believers, glassy. eyes and'all. Around 

the commitment, they dëveloped strong interest-group representation and 

pólitical muscle. Tod.y,no one's patsy, they have a turf, the williigness 

and ability to defend it and the dribe and skill to explore such unoccupied 

territory as recurrent education and life-long learning to see how much they 

can annex. Meanwhile, when didd we last hear about a "staff college movement"? 

If the name of the gcme.is institutional differentiation, the name of 

differentiation is.legitimation of institutional roles. 

Lesson Five: Autcjlo:nous Action and Planning are Both Needed AS Mechanisms

of Di; fereñtiati.onCoordinatic3h, and Change. The difference between the-

acceptance of roles on the part of American community colleges and state colleges, 

and analogous situations abroad; suggest that we cannot leave everything to the 

.drift of thermarketplace and autonomous action within it. Unless 

the anchorage is there for different roles, institutions Will voluntarily con-

verge. •But what is to be taken crucial in plañnëd interventions, since,we' 

have also seen that they often do not.work and'are readily upset when roles are

not legitimized? 

One lesson seems to be that well-separated roles stand_,a better chance of 

becoming d'cccpted than bordering roles. A strong state college was never far 

from a weak university in the first placé. It tódk only the addition of a few 

more Ph.D.s to the faculty and a little more inching into graduate work in 

order to say: why net us? The'role of teachers colleges was once quite dif-

ferent from that of the university, but as teachers colleges evolved innocently 

into comçrehensive átate colleges, the institutional role became less distin-



guishable and'we were not able to stabilize it. In contrast, the role of • 

our two-year units was inherently far away from, what a university did. 

Perhaps the rule is: organizational species that are markedly different 

can live side by side in a symbiotic relation; species'that are similar; 

with heavily overlapping functions are likely to conflict, with accom moda-

tion taking the form of convergence on a single type. 

We may also note that different bases of support and authority seem to 

have something to do with the stability of differentiated roles. The French 

ha40 a set of institutions, the dr•anides Étoles, that continue to be well- ' e

separated hod) the universities. Much of the strength 'of their separation 

'lies in•the feet that many of them are supported by ministries other that 

,.the ministry of education. In Britain, teachers colleges were in the recent 

past a distinctive class of institutions, operating under the control of local 

educational authorities. Now that the national department of education has 

been getting on top  them, their separation and distinctiveness is being 

erode. And, In the United States,*the community colleges worked out their

separateness primarily under locar'control. They came into higher educàtion 

from a secondary sehool be kÉround and, straddling the line, have often been 

  able to play both rides of the itreet.. Their localness has been some protec-

tion against becomirg stately. 

So if we must plan and coordinate at higher levels, and there is no ' 

remaining doubt that we must to some degree, then we should öe deliberàtely 

attempting to separate and anchor institutional roles. An appropriate 

philosophy for  doing so,'the intent to do so, and some valiant e ffort in 

this direction, need to become benchmarks for state-wide and nátion-wide 

leadership. 



But even higher order of statesmanship is to recognize the great 

contribution, the essential contribution--pant, present, and future--oi 

autonomous action 'and organic growth. There are numerous reasons for poiitit:e 

our thinking in this direction. One is the structural basis of our relative 

success:, the twentieth-cen jury strengthJand pre-eminence of American higher 

education is rooted in an unplanned. disorderliness (in the formal sense) that 

has thus far permitted different parts to perform different tasks, adapt to

different needs, and move in different directions of reform. The benefits of 

that disorder10 ought not be inadvertently thrown-away as we asscmble•per-

nahent machinery for state and pational coordinxtion. 

The second,r:•ason for puttiug great store in emergent developments is -

that it remains highly.problematic whether we can -"plan diversity", in the normal

sense of plariningas an effort to think things through as full) as possible 

and then 'drat tip and apply a detailed scheme. It is a puzzlement. The arguments 

for planned diversity are strong: 'state higher education officials surely can 

point to some successes in the last two decades on this scores, as in the case

of new campuses in the pew York state system that havé distinguishing specialties. 

11
But we must not congratulate ourselves too so0n, since we have not hhd the . 

chance to see our immature central staffs settlé down as enlarged central

bureaucracies loade& with responsibilities; expectations, and interest-group 

demards. We have not had central coordinating machinery long enough hor•it to 

become the glace: that aggregates trouble.' But tt time will surely come in ha

at least some of our stator., and the news from abroàd,on such matters is-not 

promising. The experience df otter countries suggests great caution in 

thinking that the balance of forces in and around a central office_, especially in a 



democracy, will permit planned differentiation to prevail over planned and 

unplanned uniformity. Due of the finest thinker-plgnner-administrators in, 

Europe--Ralf Dahrendorf, now head of the London School of Economics--recently 

addressed"himself to "the problems ekpension left behind," in Continental 

,and British.higher education, and,saw as central the need to distinguish, 

to differentiate. And he confessed that_he had reluctantly come to the

conclusion that deliberate differentiation is a contradiction in terms. 

'Why? Because id the modern world the pressures to. have equal access to funds, 

equal status for all teachers, and so on, are too strong 12 

Thirdly, general sociological analysis has long painted to the great 

 part played  in the development of various social institutions by unplanned, 

emergent changes as over against those deliberately enacted. ïn the face of 

this sociological sense, people who must make decisions on Monday morning, 

who want to be  rational and are held responsible for getting things done,,

are by the nature of their roles, inclined to value and trust deliberate 

effort while ov,riooking' the value of and even distrusting spartº•-

neously-generated developments.' But it.is the better part of reality•to 

recognize the imposing' weight of the unplanned. A$ put by Dáhrendoxf in • 

taking the long view in Britain and Eontinental Europe: "The more one looks 

at,government action, ti'e more one understands that most things will not be 

13
done at:yvay, but will happen in one way or another." 

Bence, our central procedural concern ought to be the relative contri-

bution, and'advantages and disadvantages, pf planned and autonomousaction, 

especially in regard to d'.fferentiation. Both are needed and both are operative, 

so ve need: to assess dif4rent mixtures of the two. With current  combinations 

tilting toward controlled actlen, we need 'to add support to the ., of or-



'genià develópments. We shall need to be increasingly clever about planning 

for unplanned chape, abokt devising the broad frameworks that ' encourage • 

the parts of a system to generate, on their own, changes that are creative 

and adaptive to local contexts, changes %Qot designed by the center. 

The changing relation between higher education and government it that 

higher education is becoming snore governmental.14 It moves inside government, 

becomes a constituent part of government, a bureau within public administra

tion. On this,. perspectives from abroad are invaluable, since others have 

indeed, been there first, t,nd we are the laggards who can look down,the•road 

,that, obiers have• so earnestly traveled.. No small point from abroad is in-

herently transferable, since it is always heavily lin1Zed to other items • 

within a matrix and context becomes everything.•• It is'the larger portraits 

'of relations that should catch our attention,' principally to stimulate our 

imagination about options, limits, and potentialities. The 1975 Boyer seminar

in Aspen trade a case for "The Monaay Morning Imagination," for effortsato

bring closer together the world of the imagination and the realities of Monday ' 

'morning, two realms that are often radically split.15 The stag: chancellors 

and others gathered together 4n that Workshop were invited to be "speculative 

and imaginative and creative:" One,way to do so is to let the mind wander to

new visions, in the. Aspen style, even off to £undnmental assumptions.,about man 

and society.• Another way to'imagine possibilities is to take seriously the 

experiences of others, especially those of similar commitment in other nations. 

'A global perspective on • higher education steers us to the experiences Of 

-others, in contexts that are.both similar to•and different from our own, with . 

the similarities providing a bridge and the differences stirring the mind to 



be xipeculative ánd imaginative and creative. To help develop broad frame-3 

works that will help others to make wiser decisions on Monday morning is 

reason enough to view higher education cross-nationally and to draw with 

increasing care some lessons from abroad. 
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